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All movies toy with us, but the best ones have the nerve to admit it. Most movies pretend
their stories are real and that we must take them seriously. Comedies are allowed to break the
rules. Most of the films of Luis Bunuel are comedies in one way or another, but he doesn’t go
for gags and punch lines; his comedy is more like a dig in the ribs, sly and painful.
Consider two of his best films side-by-side. “The Exterminating Angel” (1962) is about a group
of guests who arrive for dinner, enjoy it and then cannot leave. They’re mysteriously
compelled to spend days and weeks squatting in the house of their host. Civilized behavior
erodes as the press and the police gather helplessly outside. Now look at “The Discreet
Charm of the Bourgeoisie” (1972), about people who are trapped on the other side of the
mirror: They constantly arrive for dinner and sometimes even sit down for it, but are never able
to eat. They arrive on the wrong night, or are alarmed to find the corpse of the restaurant
owner in the next room, or are interrupted by military maneuvers.
Dinner is the central social ritual of the middle classes, a way of displaying wealth and good
manners. It also offers the convenience of something to do (eat) and something to talk about
(the food), and that is a great relief, since so many of the bourgeoisie have nothing much to
talk about, and there are a great many things they hope will not be mentioned. The joke in
“The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie” is the way Bunuel interrupts the meals with the
secrets that lurk beneath the surface of his decaying European aristocracy: witlessness,
adultery, drug dealing, cheating, military coups, perversion and the paralysis of boredom. His
central characters are politicians, the military and the rich, but in a generous mood he throws
in a supporting character to make fun of the church--a bishop whose fetish is to dress up as a
gardener and work as a servant in the gardens of the wealthy.
“The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie” was Bunuel’s most successful film; it made more
money even than his famous “Belle de Jour” (1967), won the Oscar as best foreign film and
was named the year’s best by the National Society of Film Critics. It was released in a year
when social unrest was at its height, the Vietnam War was in full flower, and the upper middle
class was a fashionable target of disdain. How different to see it again in 2000, when
affluence is once again praised and envied. The primary audience for the film in 1972 saw it
as attacking others; the primary audience today will, if it is perceptive, see it as an attack on
itself.
From the first shots of “Discreet Charm,” we are aware of the way his characters carry themselves. They
exude their status; they are sure of who they are, and wear their position in

society like a costume. Fernando Rey’s little peacock of an ambassador, Stephane Audran’s rich
hostess, Bulle Ogier’s bored and alcoholic sister--all act as if they’re playing roles. And consider
the bishop (Julien Bertheau), who appears at the door in gardener’s clothes and is scornfully
turned away, only to reappear in his clerical garb to “explain himself,” and be embraced. In
Bunuel the clothes not only make the man, but are the man (especially true for a director with
lifelong fetishes involving clothes and shoes).
The movie is broken into self-contained sequences, showing the bland surface of polite society
and the lusts that lurk beneath. A couple expects guests for dinner. In the bedroom, they are
overcome by lust. The guests arrive. Now they cannot make love in the bedroom because the
wife “makes too much noise,” the husband complains, so they sneak out a window and
passionately couple in the woods. Then they sneak back into the house, leaves and grass in
their hair. Bourgeoisie manners, Bunuel believes, are the flimsiest facade for our animal natures.
Another example: After soldiers open fire on dinner guests, a man escapes death by hiding
under a table, but betrays himself by greedily reaching up for the meat still on his plate.
The film’s narrative flow is cheerfully shattered by Bunuel’s devices. As women have drinks in a
garden cafe, a lieutenant walks over and begins a harrowing tale of childhood. We see his story
in flashback. He finishes, bids them good day, and leaves. A dinner party develops strangely
when the roast chickens are dropped by the servant and turn out to be stage props--and then the curtain
goes up and the guests find themselves on stage before an audience. Dreams fold within dreams, not
because the characters are confused, but because Bunuel is amusing himself by using such obvious tricks.
His films constitute one of the most distinctive bodies of work in the first century of films. Bunuel was
cynical, but not depressed. We say one thing and do another, yes, but that doesn’t make us evil--only human
and, from his point of view, funny. He has been called a cruel filmmaker, but the more I look at his films the
more wisdom and acceptance I find. He sees that we are hypocrites, admits to being one himself.
Roger Ebert rogerebert.com
The protagonists in Buñuel's The Discreet Charm Of The Bourgeoisie want to have dinner but
increasingly absurd events get in the way.
A decade on from Exterminating Angel, which saw a dinner party unable to reach its end, this
film reversed that conceit to make similar comments on class and social fixation. The sins of the
would-be diners are writ large: greed, avarice, presumptuousness, willful ignorance and
hypocrisy - yet despite this they are often likeable. The pity we feel for them stems from a sense
that they are unaware of their own potential freedom. They play out their given social roles, as
officers and ambassadors and hostesses, with a mannered conviction that borders on obsession.
Trapped in their polite routines, the diners are often a source of comedy - anybody who expects
art films to be dry and dull will find this an eye-opener. Yet they are also tragic, when even in
rebellion they cannot break the spell. Sex, drugs, even murder are merely further manifestations
of their desperate mediocrity, offering no relief from the crushing boredom that none of them truly dares to
mention. Buñuel was, of course, one of the great masters of surrealism and aside from the film's playful
structure there are numerous other devices here to intrigue and puzzle the viewer. His distanced directorial
style conceals a wealth of symbolism
All this is Buñuel's dream. At the end, the screen goes blank. Perhaps curtains close, and we are
in a cinema. Are you awake now?
Jennie Kermode, Eye for Film

